
BIWY Type Spider

Assembly time : 3 minutes

Difficulty level  : 

WARNING : The bivvy must be assembled/assembled with the door open AND the 2 tension straps
(located above the front door) loosened as much as possible. Failure to heed this warning could 
result in irreversible damage to your bivvy (breakage/tears) and would instantly void the warranty.

BIWY ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS :

1. Unfold the bivvy on the ground and fit the two sections of all the hoops together.

2. Stand up with the central block against you then deploy the hoops by pulling the hoops towards 
you (on both sides) so as to unfold them around the central block.

3. Then insert the two small front hoops into the holes provided for this purpose in the central block.

4. Connect the base of the front hoops using the strap so as to put the entire frame in compression. 
Use the carabiners provided for this purpose.

5. Position the bivvy in the desired location.

6. Then screw the storm poles onto the screw threads located at the end of the hoops located above 
the front door.

7. Then close the front door.

8. Secure the shelter to the ground using the twist pegs, respecting all anchor points. We recommend
that you systematically use the elastic loops (by passing the head of the sardine through them) in 
order to improve the tension of the canvas and relieve the seams (especially in the event of wind).

9. To finish tensioning the canvas, pull on the straps located above the front door.

10. Insert the storm poles on either side of the door then tension them so that the front facade is taut.

11. Position the floor mat inside using the Velcro strips provided for this purpose.
12. To limit condensation, install the cap on the bivvy using the clips provided for this purpose then 
pull on the clip straps to tighten the cap.


